The Central Sensitization Inventory validated and adapted for a Brazilian population: psychometric properties and its relationship with brain-derived neurotrophic factor
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Objectives: The primary aim was to assess the psychometric properties (including internal consistency, construct validity, reproducibility, and factor structure) of the Central Sensitization Inventory (CSI), adapted and validated for a Brazilian population (CSI-BP). Additionally, we evaluated the relationship between the CSI-BP and the serum brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and determined if the symptoms elicited by the CSI-BP discriminate between subjects who do/do not respond to the conditioned pain modulation (CPM) task, as assessed by change in numeric pain scale (0–10) score.

Patients and methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted in a pain clinic in a tertiary teaching hospital. A total of 222 adults with chronic musculoskeletal pain and 63 healthy control subjects completed the CSI-BP and the Brazilian Portuguese pain-catastrophizing scale (BP-PCS). A team of experts translated the CSI according to the international guidelines. Test–retest, item analysis, convergent validity, and factor analysis were performed. Later, a random subsample (n=77) was used to correlate the CSI-BP adjusted index with change in numeric pain-scale score during the CPM task and a BDNF blood sample.

Results: The CSI-BP presented strong psychometric properties (test–retest reliability 0.91, Cronbach’s α=0.91). Confirmatory factor analysis yielded a four-factor structure, supporting the original English version. The CSI-BP adjusted index showed moderate positive correlation with the BP-PCS, and classified more than 80% of patients correctly vs healthy controls. Serum BDNF levels explained 27% of the variation in the CSI-BP adjusted index. Subjects with impairment in the descending modulatory system had higher CSI-BP adjusted index scores than subjects who responded normally to the CPM task: 49.35 (12.1) vs 39.5 (12.33), respectively (P<0.05).

Conclusion: The CSI-BP was found to be a psychometrically strong and reliable instrument, with primary evidence of validity. Higher scores on the CSI-BP were correlated positively with serum BDNF and with greater dysfunction of the descending pain-modulatory system.
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Introduction

Chronic pain is one of the most prominent causes of disability worldwide. A meta-analysis of population studies showed an estimated prevalence of widespread chronic pain of 14.2%.¹ Another meta-analysis found a predominance of chronic musculoskeletal pain in elderly Brazilians of 14.1%–85.5%.² It is often associated with other clinical symptoms, including fatigue, poor sleep, cognitive deficits, headaches, depression, and anxiety.³ These symptoms are frequently related to central sensitization (CS),
identified in many disorders. CS has overlapping symptoms in a spectrum of structural pathology, from those with persistent nociception, eg, osteoarthritis (OA), to those without physical tissue damage, such as fibromyalgia (FM) and myofascial pain syndrome (MPS). Yunus proposed the term “central sensitivity syndrome” (CSS) to categorize inorganic pain-related disorders with overlapping symptom dimensions, with CS being the common etiology.5

CS and associated symptoms are a consequence of changes in the central nervous system (CNS) that amplify the response to nociceptive inputs and fail to suppress noise signals, rather than just reflecting the presence of information in a set of sensory fibers.6,7 This syndrome comprises impaired functioning of neurons and circuits in nociceptive pathways, increased membrane excitability and synaptic efficacy, and reduced inhibition.8 Sensitized neurons of the spinal dorsal horn exhibit increased spontaneous activity, reduction in threshold for activation, and an enlargement of their receptive fields.8 Furthermore, CS-related changes have been found in the microglia, astrocytes, gap junctions, and gene transcription, contributing to the maintenance of the general state of excitation. Since the release of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is part of spinal microglial activation, it contributes to both induction and maintenance of CS.9 These impairments in pain circuits lead to the hypersensitivity observed in many chronic pain conditions. However, few tools have been available to help clinicians to identify when a patient presents symptoms that may be related to CS or may indicate the presence of CSS. The CS inventory (CSI) is a self-report questionnaire of health symptoms designed as an easy-to-administer screener for patients who are at high risk of having CS or to assess CS-related symptoms. The use of the CSI has also been recommended as one component of an algorithm to help classify chronic pain patients10 and low-back pain patients11 with CS and to help differentiate them from patients with primary neuropathic and nociceptive pain. Most recently, five CSI severity levels have been proposed to aid clinical interpretation and evaluation of treatment responsiveness.12 The CSI is currently available in English, Central American Spanish, and Dutch13 and is being translated and validated in other European and Asian languages.14–18

Considering that chronic pain is highly prevalent across cultures, the recognition that it is often related to CS necessitates having a reliable instrument to assess CS-related symptoms and to analyze the relationship of its score with neuropasticity biomarkers. The primary aim was to assess the psychometric properties (including internal consistency, construct validity, reproducibility, and factor structure) of the CSI adapted and validated for a Brazilian population (CSI-BP). Additionally, we evaluated the relationship of the CSI-BP with serum BDNF and determined the ability of CSI-BP symptoms to discriminate between subjects who do/do not respond to a conditioned pain modulation (CPM) task, as assessed by change in a numeric pain scale (0–10).

Our hypothesis was that the degree of symptoms indexed by total CSI-BP scores would identify the severity of CS, according to the physiopathology of pain condition, such as FM, MPS, chronic tension-type headache (CTTH), OA, and pain-free healthy control subjects. Also, we hypothesized that CSI-BP scores would be correlated positively with blood levels of BDNF and would discriminate between subjects who did/did not respond to a CPM task.

Patients and methods
The protocol was reviewed and approved by the ethics committee board of the Hospital de Clínicas de Porto Alegre (protocol 10-0555). All subjects gave their written informed consent before participation.

Phase I: translation, synthesis, and back-translation
The procedures for the translation and adaptation of the CSI to Brazilian Portuguese and assessment of the semantics and conceptual content of each item (content validity) were conducted through the Delphi method (see Supplementary material).

Phase II: pretesting CSI-BP in pilot version
Thirty medical school employees (15 women) who work with chronic pain patients volunteered to evaluate the meaning of the translated items and the layout of the “prefinal” version of the CSI-BP. Also, 20 females with FM who had volunteered to evaluate the meaning of the translated CSI-BP questions were included and they completed the CSI-BP twice, and the interval for test–retest reliability of the CSI-BP was 15 days. The assessment regarding the comprehension of the items and all feedback from these subjects were evaluated by a translation workgroup (to assess face validity) (see Supplementary material).

Phase III: assessment of psychometric properties and the validity of the final version of the CSI-BP
Subjects
A total of 667 chronic pain subjects and 86 healthy control subjects were assessed for eligibility. They were recruited
from local community care units, an institutional chronic pain clinic, by referrals from other hospital units, and by phone and newspaper. The recruitment process was done in conjunction with other randomized controlled trials (RCTs) run at the Hospital de Clínicas de Porto Alegre. These RCTs, registered at https://clinicaltrials.gov, included studies with the pain-related disorders FM (NCT02041455, NCT01804097), MPS (NCT01964729), CTTH (NCT01954277), and OA (NCT01747070, NCT01855958) (Figure 1). An experienced physician trained in chronic pain assessment and treatment confirmed all diagnoses in the RCTs using standardized evaluation criteria. For the present CSI-BP study, 222 patients were determined to be eligible and agreed to participate: 73 with FM, 65 with MPS, 53 with CTTH, and 31 with OA.

Diagnoses for patients in the six RCTs were performed using standard assessment protocols. The diagnostic criteria for MPS included regional pain, normal neurologic examination, the presence of trigger points, taut bands, and tender points, and pain characterized as “dull”, “achy”, or “deep”. OA diagnoses were made according to the clinical and radiographic criteria of the American College of Rheumatology. Also, all OA patients completed the Western Ontario and McMaster universities OA index, a validated measure of OA-related patient-reported symptoms and perceived disability.19 CTTH was diagnosed using the 2004 International Headache Society criteria.20 FM was diagnosed according to the American College of Rheumatology criteria for FM.21 In all six RCTs, patients were included if they had experienced pain scored as visual analog scale (VAS) 40 mm (ie, moderate or severe pain). Additionally, the pain needed to be associated with disability, as assessed by an affirmative answer to dichotomous questions (yes/no) of a structured questionnaire. Queries inquired if their pain had interfered with work, enjoyable activities, responsibilities at home, relationships, personal goals, thinking clearly, problem solving, concentration, or recall. We excluded patients with a rheumatic or neurologic
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**Figure 1** Flow of the multiple standardized phases of the study.

**Abbreviations:** BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor; CSI, Central Sensitization Inventory; CSI-BP, Central Sensitization Inventory – Brazilian population.
condition, such as stroke or Parkinson’s disease, surgery on the affected areas in the prior 6 months, habitual use of corticosteroids, or other uncompensated chronic pathologies. We excluded patients with any malignancy diagnosis, with HIV, or if they were illiterate.

Healthy controls were recruited from the general population using public postings as well. Of the 86 potential healthy control subjects, 63 were eligible and agreed to participate. A standard screening questionnaire was performed to assess inclusion criteria. Eligible healthy control subjects had to be free of any acute or chronic pain, as well as any rheumatologic, psychiatric, or neurological disorders, and without recent use of analgesics, corticosteroids, or medications with known effects on the CNS. Also, healthy control volunteers were not included if they reported abuse of alcohol or psychotropic substances in the 6 months prior to the screening. Unlike the patient sample, none of the control volunteers underwent a physical examination.

We selected 66 patients among 159 patients with chronic pain (OA 31, FM 77, and MPS 65) and 11 subjects among 63 in the healthy group. The randomization procedure was conducted within each group of pathologies using a simple random method. This subsample included 26 OA, 22 FM, 18 MPS, and 11 healthy control subjects (pain-free). A physician with more than 15 years of experience in a pain clinic and highly skilled at diagnosing chronic pain conditions reexamined patients and then reconfirmed their diagnosis. CSI-BP scores obtained in this subsample were used for correlations with two biological markers of CS: CPM task and BDNF blood sample. Also, patients answered questions during a structured interview, and a blood sample was collected.

Self-report variables
After signing informed consent, subjects completed a sociodemographic questionnaire that assessed variables including age, gender, work status due to pain, marital status, and education. In addition to the CSI, all subjects completed the Brazilian Portuguese pain-catastrophizing scale (BP-PCS). This questionnaire consists of 13 items evaluating self-reported catastrophizing thoughts, feelings, and behaviors when one is in pain. Total scores, ranging from 0–52, are computed by summing all items on the questionnaire.

The BP-PCS evaluates aspects of pain that are related to CSI items, and because of this it was chosen to help the assessment of CSI-BP convergent validity.

In addition to the sociodemographic questionnaire and BP-PCS, patients from three subsample groups (FM, OA, and MPS) who participated in the biological marker section of the study also completed two additional self-report measures. Pain severity was assessed by visual analogue scale (VAS). VAS results were converted to 0 (no pain) to 10 (worst possible). Depressive symptoms were measured with the Beck Depression Inventory II, adapted to Brazilian Portuguese, which is an instrument recommended by the Initiative on Methods, Measurement, and Pain Assessment in Clinical Trials because of its excellent psychometric properties and extensive use in clinical pain research.

CS-related symptom variables
Self-reporting of previously diagnosed CSSs from the CSI-BP part B was evaluated. This information was used to provide three subject categories with presumably three different levels of CS involvement. The 63 healthy controls were allocated to the “low CS-symptom” group. Patients with a single diagnosis (OA, FM, MPS, or CTTH) and no self-reported CSS diagnosis on the CSI-BP part B comprised the “medium CS-symptom” group. Patients with multiple diagnoses (OA, FM, MPS, and CTTH) and the addition of one or more previous CSS diagnoses on the CSI-BP part B comprised the “high CS-symptom” group. The seven self-reported CSS diagnoses on the CSI-BP part B were restless-leg syndrome, chronic fatigue syndrome, FM, temporomandibular joint disorder, migraine or tension headache, irritable bowel syndrome, and multiple chemical sensitivities. These three subject subgroups were then evaluated by total CSI scores categorized by five severity levels – subclinical, mild, moderate, severe, and extreme – as has been recommended previously.

Assessment of serum BDNF and CPM task
CPM variables
The 77 subjects from the identified subsample previously detailed were submitted to the CPM task using the protocol of Tousignant-Lafllamme et al., which allows evaluation of the function of the descending pain-modulatory system. By attempting to modify the descending pain-modulatory system, indications of CS can be determined. Diffuse noxious inhibitory control was induced by immersing the nondominant hand in cold water (0°C–1°C) for 60 seconds. The cold-pressor test is an intense nociceptive stimulus used to elicit diffuse noxious inhibitory control (test stimulus) “pain inhibits pain” and it allows us to modify the endogenous pain-modulating system. To quantify the function of the descending pain-modulatory system, we evaluated
pain intensity by quantitative sensory testing (QST). An experimentally predetermined test was done to determine individual thermal pain thresholds (TPTs), defined here as a numeric pain score of 6/10, using QST administered over the dominant forearm (the one opposite the cold-pressor test). In a separate test, during the last 30 seconds of cold-water immersion, the TPT procedure was applied to the dominant forearm using a temperature individually predetermined to induce a 6/10 pain rating during the pretesting sessions. A CPM score was determined by subtracting the mean pain scores during TPT testing: (changes on the numeric pain scale [0–1] during QST + cold-water minus) minus (the first TPTs to induce pain on the numeric pain scale [6/10] using QST). Negative values on the CPM score indicated that inhibitory CPM was achieved. If the subject did not report a reduction in pain or reported an increase in pain during the CPM task, the descending modulatory systems were considered to have failed to modulate the nociceptive response. For data analysis, patients were divided into two groups: CPM responders, who reported a decrease in pain in the second TPT test, and CPM nonresponders, who reported no decreases or increases in pain during the second TPT test (indicating CPM failure and evidence of CS).

Serum BDNF

Because the release of BDNF has been found to be associated with the induction and maintenance of CS, blood samples were collected early in the morning for each subject in the identified subsample groups detailed previously. The blood samples were obtained in plastic tubes and centrifuged for 10 minutes at 4,500 rpm at 4°C. Serum was stored at −80°C for further BDNF assay. Serum-mediator concentrations were determined using BDNF (Chemicon CYT306, lower detection limit 7.8 pg/mL; EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) enzyme-linked immunosorbent-assay kits, according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Assessment of potential confounders

The physician who performed the physical evaluation assessed each subject’s analgesic use, which was defined as an average amount of analgesics used per week during the previous month. For data analysis, analgesic use was included as a dichotomous variable (the use of analgesics fewer than 4 days per week or use more than 4 days per week). This approach was chosen because the use of rescue analgesics by patients with chronic pain often changes each week, depending on their levels of pain.

Statistical analysis

Internal consistency reliability was assessed using Cronbach’s α for the CSI-BP to compare with the English version. Test–retest correlation to assess reproducibility was used, and the intraclass coefficient (two-way random, type absolute agreement) was calculated for examining test–retest reliability. For factor analysis, a principal component analysis was conducted using Promax rotation. To select item loading, 0.4 was considered the relevant factor cutoff, and thus when the loading was less than 0.4 the item was not retained. We also excluded factors with eigenvalues greater than one.

Criterion validity was evaluated using the relationship between total CSI-BP scores (categorized by severity level) and the no, low, and high CS-symptom groups. For this assessment, an ANOVA was followed by a Bonferroni test to adjust for multiple comparisons. Independent χ² tests were used for categorical variables, such as the presence or absence of the self-reported diagnosis of part B of the CSI, and the chronic pain syndromes with CSS-relevant factors identified by the physician. Cramer’s V was used as a measure of effect size for χ² tests. Convergent validity was evaluated by the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between CSI-BP score and the BP-PCS.

To determine the profile of accuracy of the CSI-BP in distinguishing between chronic pain subjects and pain-free healthy control subjects, an area under the curve (AUC) analysis was performed with exact binomial 95% confidence intervals (CIs). CSI-BP scores used to examine the AUC were adjusted by the effect of age, gender, years of school, and history of psychiatric diagnosis in a multiple regression model.

To assess the capability of the CSI-BP to identify the level of CS-related symptoms (no, low, and high) among the subjects with specific pain syndromes and the pain-free healthy control subsamples (n=77), we constructed an adjusted index of CSI-BP, using a forward-stepwise regression to select variables to include in a hierarchical multiple regression. This model generated an adjusted score on the CSI-BP, which was used to assess the correlation between the CSI-BP and the BDNF. Student’s t-test for the independent sample was used to compare changes on the self-reported numeric pain scale (0–10) during CPM tasks, which were used to classify subjects into CPM responders and CPM nonresponders. To estimate sample size, we used the ratio of the number of subjects to the number of items. For all statistical analyses, significance was set at P<0.05. Data were analyzed using SPSS version 22.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).
Results
Test–retest reliability of the CSI-BP
Test–retest reliability was assessed in a group of female patients with FM (n=20). The test–retest correlation for each single item was 0.84 (95% CI 0.62–0.94), and the average measure was 0.91 (95% CI 0.77–0.97, P<0.001 for both), indicating a high level of reliability between administrations. All item–analysis correlations were found to be statistically significant.

Score distributions of the CSI-BP
The demographic characteristics and scores of the CSI-BP parts A and B are presented in Table 1. There was a disproportionate number of females (n=248) in our sample. The mean scores of the CSI-BP for males were 37.38 (17.05) and for females 46.61 (17.15) (t=–3.15, P<0.001]. The mean score on the CSI-BP for the total subject sample, including the healthy group, was 45.35 (SD 17.4). The median was 46, and the range was 32.5–58.

In evaluating total scores on part A of the CSI-BP, the FM group was statistically distinguishable from the OA and MPS groups, and all three chronic pain groups were statistically distinguishable from the healthy group. The mean score in the FM group was nearly double that of the healthy control group. The average scores on FM were equivalent to reporting that all 25 symptoms occur “sometimes” (Table 1).

Assessment of the number of self-reported previous CSS diagnoses on part B of the CSI-BP revealed that the mean number of diagnoses in FM was 2.21 (2.21) and MPS 2.21 (2.08), both groups more than double that of the OA (0.64 [0.83]). The healthy subjects averaged less than one CSS diagnosis (0.03 [0.17]).

Internal consistency of the CSI-BP
Cronbach’s α was 0.91, indicating that each of the items contributed similarly to the construct that it intended to measure.

Table 1 Demographic variables and CSI-BP scores for validation (n=285)

| Variables                  | Healthy controls† (n=63) | OA‡ (n=31) | MPS§ (n=65) | CTTH∆ (n=53) | FM¶ (n=73) | T
|---------------------------|--------------------------|------------|-------------|-------------|------------|
| Gender (female)           | 26 (69.8%)               | 31 (100%)  | 54 (88.5%)  | 29 (62.7%)  | 54 (94.5%) | <0.0001
| Age (years)               | 38.38 (14.34)            | 67.03 (8.24)| 43.31 (11.51)| 36.23 (12.18)| 49.94 (10.95)| <0.0001
| Formal education (years)  | 12.14 (4.48)             | 15.93 (5.60)| 13.93 (5.01)| 12 (4.48)   | 15.5 (5.32) | <0.0001
| Psychiatric disease, yes (%) | —                       | 9 (29%)    | 38 (58.46%)| 17 (56.7%)  | 43 (58.9%)  | <0.0001
| Part B, CSI-BP (diagnoses)*| 0.68 (0.89)              | 1.37 (1.31) | 2.83 (1.31) | 2.30 (1.02) | 3.23 (1.68) | <0.0001
| CSI-BP (score)‡           | 37.14 (15.01)            | 39.53 (16.48)| 43.13 (15.53)| 46.13 (15.83)| 58.30 (14.56) | <0.0001

Notes: † History of medical psychiatric disease (eg, major depression, anxiety disorder, bipolar disorder); ‡ comparisons using ANOVA. Post hoc differences between severity-level groups are indicated via superscript numbers.
Abbreviations: CSI-BP, Central Sensitization Inventory – Brazilian population; OA, osteoarthritis; MPS, myofascial pain syndrome; CTTH, chronic tension-type headache; FM, fibromyalgia.

Confirmatory factor analysis of the CSI-BP
A confirmatory factor analysis was performed to investigate whether the original English CSI study dimensionality and factor-loading pattern was like the Brazilian subject sample. The mean (SD) of each item and the standardized factor loadings, including the specific CSI-BP question items, contributing to factors with item loading higher than 0.4 are shown in Table 2. The factor analysis yielded four factors that accounted for 49.01% of the variance in the data set.

Relationship between subject subgroups with different types of chronic musculoskeletal pain with self-reported levels of CS-related symptoms
Table 3 presents three subject groups determined to have low, medium, and high CS symptoms. Approximately 80% of the low CS-symptom group (ie, the nonpatient comparison subjects) scored below 40 and about 50% scored below 30. Of patients in the medium CS-symptom subgroup, defined as having only one of the four study diagnoses (FM, MPS, CTTH, and OA), 76% scored above 40. In the high CS-symptom group, 57.8% scored above 50 and 29.47% scored above 60. The CSI severity-level groupings corresponded well with CSI-score distributions from these different subject samples.

Relationship between scores on the CSI-BP and pain-catastrophizing scale
Moderate positive correlations were found between total scores on the CSI-BP and total scores, as well as subscale scores on the BP-PCS. The Pearson correlation of the CSI-BP with the helplessness BP-PCS subscale was r=0.68 (95% CI 0.61–0.71), with the magnification BP-PCS subscale r=0.63 (95% CI 0.55–0.69), with the rumination BP-PCS subscale r=0.62 (95% CI 0.54–0.68), and with the BP-PCS total score r=0.68 (95% CI 0.61–0.74).
Ability of the CSI-BP to discriminate between chronic pain and pain-free healthy control subjects

The screening accuracy of the CSI-BP to discriminate between chronic pain subjects (n=222) and healthy control subjects (n=63) was evaluated using CSI-BP scores adjusted by age, gender, years of school, and history of psychiatric diagnosis. These variables explained 27% of the proportion of the variance (fluctuation) in CSI-BP scores, which showed a profile of accuracy using a cutoff point of 35 related to sensitivity of 0.98 and specificity of 0.9, with an AUC of 0.8 (95% CI 0.76–0.86). These findings showed that according to this cutoff point, the CSI-BP classified correctly (ie, specificity) more than 90% of those that presented with CSS conditions.

Ability of the CSI-BP to discriminate between subject subsamples

The primary demographic variables and total CSI-BP scores for the four subsamples (healthy controls, OA, MPS, and FM) are presented in Table 4. There were statistically significant differences among the four groups on self-reported pain and depressive symptoms, analgesic drug use, psychiatric history, blood levels of serum BDNF, previous CSS diagnoses on the CSI part B, and total CSI-BP scores.

To obtain the purer effect of group differences, CSI-BP scores were adjusted using a hierarchical multiple conditional regression analysis, as shown in Table 5. Level of education was negatively correlated with the CSI-BP score, while a higher level of depressive symptoms, greater number of diagnoses on part B of the CSI-BP, and higher pain scores were positively correlated with the CSI-BP. Therefore, CSI-BP scores in this model allow us to assess on a standard scale if the CSI-BP is an index that is related to a serum marker of neuroplasticity, such as serum BDNF.

Relationship between the CSI-BP and serum BDNF

Total CSI-BP scores were correlated with serum levels of BDNF, a biological marker of neuroplasticity. The scatter-plot of the raw CSI-BP and BDNF is presented in Figure 2. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was 0.52 (95% CI 0.33–0.66), and the coefficient of determination demonstrated that the proportion of variance explained by the association between
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**Figure 2** Scatter plots of serum BDNF and CSI-BP (n=77).

**Abbreviations:** BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor; CSI-BP, Central Sensitization Inventory – Brazilian population.
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Changes in BDNF were associated with higher CSI-BP scores. The difference between the CSI-BP for CPM responders and nonresponders is shown in Figure 3. The CPM nonresponders, who demonstrated dysfunction in the descending pain-modulatory system, had significantly higher CSI-BP scores than the CPM responders.

**Table 2** Factor analysis breakdown of the CSI-BP with the specific items that contributed to each factor (n=285)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CSI-BP items</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Physical symptoms</th>
<th>Emotional distress</th>
<th>Headache/jaw symptoms</th>
<th>Urological symptoms</th>
<th>Items not loading on factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Unrefreshed in the morning</td>
<td>2.39 (1.18)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Muscles stiff/achy</td>
<td>2.72 (1.05)</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Anxiety attacks</td>
<td>2.12 (1.13)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Grind clench/teeth</td>
<td>1.67 (1.43)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Diarrhea/constipation</td>
<td>1.79 (1.23)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Need help with daily activities</td>
<td>1.35 (1.41)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Sensitive to bright lights</td>
<td>1.75 (1.41)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Easily tired with physical activity</td>
<td>2.39 (1.28)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Pain all over body</td>
<td>1.97 (1.37)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Headaches</td>
<td>1.95 (1.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Bladder/urination pain</td>
<td>0.69 (1.01)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Do not sleep well</td>
<td>2.17 (1.18)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Difficulty concentrating</td>
<td>2.09 (1.09)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Skin problems</td>
<td>1.74 (1.42)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Stress makes symptoms worse</td>
<td>2.70 (1.32)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Sad or depressed</td>
<td>1.94 (1.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Low energy</td>
<td>2.13 (1.10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Tension, neck and shoulders</td>
<td>2.80 (1.15)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Pain in jaw</td>
<td>0.55 (1.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Certain smells make dizzy</td>
<td>1.22 (1.27)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Urinate frequently</td>
<td>1.78 (1.30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Restless legs</td>
<td>1.87 (1.49)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Poor memory</td>
<td>2.04 (1.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Trauma as child</td>
<td>1.21 (1.34)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Pelvic pain</td>
<td>1.26 (1.35)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The following variance was found for each factor: factor 1 (physical symptoms) 32.81%, factor 2 (headache/jaw symptoms) 5.36%, factor 3 (emotional distress) 6.09%, and factor 4 (urological symptoms) 4.94%. The confirmatory factor analysis revealed that all items were significantly related to their specified factors, verifying the hypothesized relationships among the item and latent factors. It was noted that three items on the original English CSI did not load on any of the four factors, including items 1 (unrefreshed from sleeping), 5 (problems with diarrhea and/or constipation), and 14 (skin problems). With the CSI-BP, however, item 1 was retained in factor 1 and item 5 retained in factor 4. Item 14 did not load any of the four factors. X, excluded item in the factorial analysis.

**Abbreviations:** CSI, Central Sensitization Inventory; CSI-BP, Central Sensitization Inventory – Brazilian population.

**Table 3** CSI-BP severity-level scores of three subject subgroups, divided into five categories of severity (n=285)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subgroups</th>
<th>Subclinical, 0–29</th>
<th>Mild, 30–39</th>
<th>Moderate, 40–49</th>
<th>Severe, 50–59</th>
<th>Extreme, 50–59</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low CS-symptom group (n=63)$^\dagger$</td>
<td>28 (52.8%)</td>
<td>15 (26.3%)</td>
<td>12 (21.4%)</td>
<td>4 (7%)</td>
<td>4 (6.5%)</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium CS-symptom group (n=49)$^\ddagger$</td>
<td>16 (30.2%)</td>
<td>10 (17.5%)</td>
<td>12 (21.4%)</td>
<td>4 (7%)</td>
<td>7 (11.6%)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High CS-symptom group (n=173)$^\pi$</td>
<td>9 (17%)</td>
<td>32 (56.1%)</td>
<td>32 (57.1%)</td>
<td>49 (86%)</td>
<td>51 (82.3%)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: $^\dagger$Healthy control group; $^\ddagger$diagnosis of only one pain syndrome (OA/FM/MPS/CTTH); $^\pi$two or more diagnosed pain syndromes, plus one or more self-reported CSS on CSI-BP part B. Size effect interpreted as: small, 0.10–0.29; moderate, 0.30–0.49; and large, 0.5 or higher.

**Abbreviations:** CSI-BP, Central Sensitization Inventory – Brazilian population; CS, central sensitization; OA, osteoarthritis; FM, fibromyalgia; MPS, myofascial pain syndrome; CTTH, chronic tension-type headache; CSS, central sensitivity syndrome.

Relationship between the CSI-BP and responses to conditioned pain-modulation task

The difference between the CSI-BP for CPM responders and CPM nonresponders is shown in Figure 3. The CPM nonresponders, who demonstrated dysfunction in the descending pain-modulatory system, had significantly higher CSI-BP scores than the CPM responders.

**Discussion**

The CSI-BP showed satisfactory psychometric evaluations, based on its internal consistency, construct validity, reproducibility convergent, discriminant validity, and factor structure. This showed that the translated version of CSI was stable over time, presenting excellent test–retest reliability, with a
Abbreviations: HPT, heat pain threshold; NPS, numeric pain scale.

Figure 3 Comparisons of the CSI-BP between nonresponders (NPS 0–10 HPT1 > HPT0 ≥ 0, n = 28) and responders (NPS 0–10 HPT1 ≤ HPT0 < 0, n = 49) (total n = 77).

Notes: Differences between groups (responders and nonresponders to conditioned pain-modulation task) compared by t-test for independent samples.

Abbreviations: CSI-BP, Central Sensitization Inventory – Brazilian population; HPT, heat pain threshold; NPS, numeric pain scale.

The moderate correlation coefficient of the CSI-BP with the BP-PCS is a criterion usually considered satisfactory for establishing construct validity. Also, this finding suggests that catastrophizing pain has an overlap with the CS phenomenon, which leads to behavioral and emotional changes for people experiencing chronic pain. This hypothesis is supported by a moderate positive correlation of catastrophizing with intracortical facilitation measured via transcranial magnetic stimulation in patients with chronic MPS.

The CSI-BP showed criterion-group validity to differentiate between subgroups. A cutoff of 35 found good sensitivity (0.98) for correctly identifying patients and good specificity (0.87) for correctly identifying control subjects, which resulted in 80% of subjects being accurately identified. In addition to very good discrimination accuracy, this result is interesting, because a total score of 40 was previously determined to be the best cutoff for the English version of the CSI. The cutoff discrepancy between the English CSI and the CSI-BP is most probably explained by the different subject populations studied in the previous hierarchical levels.

Table 4 Clinical and demographic characteristics among four subgroups (n = 77)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Healthy controls1 (n = 11)</th>
<th>OA2 (n = 26)</th>
<th>MPS3 (n = 18)</th>
<th>FM4 (n = 22)</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)*</td>
<td>40.09 (10.93)</td>
<td>67.5 (8.08)</td>
<td>48.66 (10.14)</td>
<td>53.72 (6.97)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal education (years)*</td>
<td>18.36 (2.06)</td>
<td>8.84 (3.27)</td>
<td>14.16 (6.0)</td>
<td>9.46 (4.19)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of chronic diseases§</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analgesic drugs used, yes§</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working, yes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13 (45.4%)</td>
<td>10 (38.5%)</td>
<td>12 (54.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of psychiatric disease, yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>7 (26.9%)</td>
<td>9 (50%)</td>
<td>12 (54.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDNF (ng/mL)*</td>
<td>16.1 (5.74)</td>
<td>24.95 (20.30)</td>
<td>29.44 (19.76)</td>
<td>53.13 (27.9)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPM responders (normal response)</td>
<td>11 (100%)</td>
<td>17 (64.5%)</td>
<td>13 (72.2%)</td>
<td>8 (36.4%)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain on VAS§</td>
<td>1.89 (1.24)</td>
<td>6.61 (1.89)</td>
<td>6.90 (2.67)</td>
<td>6.80 (1.70)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain-pressure threshold§</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3.88 (1.57)</td>
<td>4.46 (3.64)</td>
<td>2.10 (1.28)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beck Depression Inventory II§</td>
<td>3.28 (2.09)</td>
<td>11.61 (8.13)</td>
<td>17.67 (10.94)</td>
<td>17.00 (6.11)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of diagnoses, part B CSI-BP§</td>
<td>0.63 (0.92)</td>
<td>1.34 (1.23)</td>
<td>2.40 (1.75)</td>
<td>2.95 (1.49)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSI-BP mean (SD)</td>
<td>31.18 (11.57)</td>
<td>40.61 (10.38)</td>
<td>41.22 (10.38)</td>
<td>57.54 (12.38)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Data presented as n (%) or mean (SD). €Comparisons using ANOVA. Post hoc differences of 0.05 among groups indicated via superscript numbers. £Analgesic drugs used more than three times per week during the last 3 months. CPM responders who reported a decrease in pain in the second TPT test, and CPM nonresponders, who reported no decreases, or increases in pain, during the second TPT test (indicating CPM failure and evidence of CS).

Table 5 Hierarchical multiple conditional regression analysis to adjust CSI-BP score for potential confounders (n = 77)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>β</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Years at school*</td>
<td>−1.087</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>−2.75</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beck Depression Inventory</td>
<td>1.105</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of diagnoses, part B CSI-BP§</td>
<td>3.548</td>
<td>1.155</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual analogue scale§</td>
<td>1.519</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *Model 1, age, gender, and formal education; §model 2, model 1 depressive symptoms and use of psychotropic medications; #model 3, model 2 plus analgesics used at least three times/week in last 3 months and pain scores on the visual analogue scale and number of diagnoses of part B of CSI-BP; ‡model 4, model 3 plus type of chronic pain syndrome that could have been affected by all the variables studied in the previous hierarchical levels.

Abbreviations: CSI-BP, Central Sensitization Inventory – Brazilian population; SE, standard error.
study in chronic pain and specialized clinic pain.\textsuperscript{36} Selection bias was possible, and as such the external validity of these results to other samples of chronic pain patients from different settings is uncertain, such as patients under the care of a family physician. Although our data are consistent with findings observed in the original version and adapted and published into various European, Asian, and South American languages,\textsuperscript{14–18} future research could evaluate the utility of the instrument in heterogeneous-sample subjects in diverse clinical settings.

Validity was also assessed with two objective biological markers of CS. The results of the CPM task categorized subjects into two groups. Subjects who showed that inhibitory CPM was achieved were classified as CPM responders. Subjects who showed a failure of the descending modulatory system to modulate the nociceptive response (indicating CS) were categorized as CPM nonresponders. According to a spectrum of responders and nonresponders to the CPM task, the current findings suggest a relationship between the descending modulatory system and subjects with presumably different levels of CS-related symptomatology, from patients with FM to healthy control subjects. The CPM task evaluated self-reported pain levels, but CS is not only associated with pain. It can also affect cognitive and emotional functioning in general.\textsuperscript{37} This statement is supported by similar dysfunction in the descending pain-modulatory system reported in lesions in brain regions implicated in descending pain modulation (ie, traumatic brain injury and multiple sclerosis), including the medial prefrontal cortex and rostral anterior cingulate cortex.\textsuperscript{38} Additionally, this dysfunction has been demonstrated when alterations occurred in the integrity of brain regions involved in both pain control and cognitive and emotional functioning. Thereby, changes in this network could explain the relationship between the severity of the self-reported CS-related symptoms on the CSI-BP and the dysfunction of the corticospinal pain-modulatory system measured by the CPM task. As is known, the activity of interneurons in the descending inhibitory system is mediated by the synthesis of neurotransmitters (GABA and glycine), serotonin, and norepinephrine.\textsuperscript{39} However, a lack of function in the descending pain-modulatory system as assessed by the CPM task suggests that the role of these neurobiological systems is weak, and a greater score on the CSI-BP in CPM nonresponders indicates higher dysfunction in the inhibitory descending network.

This is an interesting finding with potential applicability to help clinicians personalize the best therapeutic approach based on the level of CS-related symptomatology of each patient. Particularly intriguing is how CPM serves as a marker with a large size effect to identify impairment of the descending pain-modulatory system in populations with long-term pain conditions.\textsuperscript{40} In another way, this finding assesses a consequent downward negative spiral of pain induced by chronic pain. While these results need to be confirmed in further studies before allowing for a definitive conclusion, according to recent research in our laboratory, we demonstrated that the loss of descending pain inhibition was associated with an increase in intracortical facilitation measured by transcranial magnetic stimulation, higher serum BDNF, and a greater level of disability related to pain.\textsuperscript{41} Therefore, the relationship between the variation in CSI-BP and CPM scores could represent the imbalance in the neuroplasticity mediators involved in the modulation of the excitatory/inhibitory CNS. Therefore, a higher score on the CSI may be useful in helping to identify patients prone to severe chronic pain or those with a greater propensity to respond to certain treatments, such as demonstrated by duloxetine in treating neuropathic pain and OA.\textsuperscript{42,43} Future studies should investigate if CSI scores can be a useful tool for evaluating new approaches for improving the function of the neurobiological systems involved in CS and CSS.

The CSI-BP in the present study was also correlated with serum BDNF. There is compelling evidence that BDNF is a ubiquitous pain mediator at many levels of the nervous system and that serum levels are an indirect assessment of the neuroplasticity changes associated with CS. Accordingly, it has also been demonstrated that vascular circulating BDNF represents 70%–80% of that produced in the CNS.\textsuperscript{44} Although the transport of BDNF produced in the CNS occurs through the blood–brain barrier via saturable systems, it has been widely demonstrated using different approaches with effect in the CNS that variations in the serum levels of this neurotrophic factor reflect the impact of such interventions. Included among such interventions are antidepressant drugs, electroconvulsive therapy,\textsuperscript{46} electroacupuncture,\textsuperscript{47} transcranial magnetic stimulation,\textsuperscript{48} and transcranial direct current stimulation.\textsuperscript{49} Therefore, this set of evidence shows that changes in peripheral BDNF levels are associated with changes involving a neuroplasticity process. As such, the moderate positive correlation between BDNF and the CSI-BP suggests that chronic pain can induce reorganization of the circuits involved in pain processing, which can at least in part be measured by changes in CSI-BP scores. Nevertheless, we should exercise parsimony in the interpretation of these results, because we can only indirectly infer if changes in BDNF are related to the severity of CS symptoms assessed by the CSI-BP.
The present study shows that the CSI-BP is related to markers that comprise the neuroplasticity processes involved in CS-related symptoms (ie, BDNF). However, several potential limitations in this study need to be addressed. First, considering there was a nonrandom selection of patients, we cannot exclude some selection bias, although we had recruited subjects in a pain clinic from the primary units and by newspaper publicity. However, it is noteworthy that our results are supported by psychophysical and biomarkers less prone to possible bias. Second, our study presents an imbalance in the number of male to female subjects, which may influence gender differences in attitudes and health behavior. Also, we observed an imbalance in several characteristics between pain syndromes, which can affect CSI-BP score, biological BDNF secretion, and the function of the descending pain-modulatory system. Third, in a clinical study it is not possible to directly assess and isolate the effect of each of these potential confounding factors in BDNF secretion or in the descending pain-modulatory system by CSI measures. Therefore, to generate a CSI-BP adjusted by the imbalance between the covariates, we constructed an adjusted index using a hierarchical regression model based on propensity-score calibration. The CSI-BP controlled for the potential concealed influence of these set of factors, allowing us to evaluate the relationship between CSI-BP score as the dependent variable and the BDNF and in the descending pain-modulatory system function on a standard scale. Fourth, years of schooling showed a negative correlation with CSI-BP score. It is plausible that low literacy is associated with a variety of adverse health conditions and presents a barrier to effective care. The positive correlation between depressive symptoms and the CSI-BP may concern the cognitive, psychological, and behavioral changes observed in patients with chronic pain, since the depression itself is related to worse health status. Finally, the recommended CSI symptom-severity levels can provide a guideline for interpreting CSI scores in research trials and clinical decision making.

This study provides evidence for the consistent psychometric properties of the CSI-BP. The CSI-BP showed good discriminative properties and associations with biological markers of CS, including serum BDNF and dysfunction of the descending pain-modulatory system. Therefore, these results suggest that the CSI-BP represents a valuable tool for use in scientific studies and in the clinical setting involving patients with chronic pain.
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Supplementary material
Phase I: translation, synthesis, and back-translation
Translation
The original English version of the Central Sensitization Inventory (CSI) was translated into Brazilian Portuguese. Cross-cultural adaptation was carried out by previously published guidelines. Four native Brazilian Portuguese speakers carried out independent translations of the pain-catastrophizing scale from English to Brazilian Portuguese: a professional translator, a psychologist, a physician with pain specialization, and a linguist. Forward-translations were compared with one another and with the original English version. After discussing any discrepancies, the four versions were combined into one Brazilian Portuguese version.

Several items were difficult to translate between English and Brazilian Portuguese. For item 3 (anxiety attacks), we decided to use the term “cries”. For item 11, “discomfort in the bladder” was modified to “discomfort and burning sensation”. For item 25, “trauma” was amended to “suffering”, because “trauma” in Brazilian Portuguese is more associated with physical lesions.

Back-translation
Two native English speakers translated the original CSI to Brazilian Portuguese and also carried out a back-translation into English. Brazilian Portuguese was their second language. According to the definition of Deyo, both back-translators were considered bilingual, but they were not familiar with the subject matter of the questionnaire. Any gross inconsistencies or conceptual errors in the content of the translated versions in preparation for the expert committee meeting were corrected by a third bilingual person.

Delphi method to assess semantics and conceptual content of each item
A team of experts assessed each translated CSI item to ensure content validity. The expert committee consisted of one methodologist, one clinical research scientist, and all of the translators and back-translators. This expert panel was responsible for ensuring semantic and idiomatic equivalence and experiential and conceptual equivalence (ie, to address any peculiarities unique to the cultures examined) between the Brazilian Portuguese and English versions of the questionnaire. The committee members and the panel director corresponded by electronic communication. The panel director processed CSI adapted for a Brazilian population (CSI-BP) item information from the committee members and filtered out the relevant content until everyone came to a consensus on the content of each item on the CSI. If a consensus could not be reached on specific items, rounds coordinated by two clinical research scientists with experience in validating instruments were made until they came to a final consensus. All changes on the CSI-BP items were based on the consensus of members involved in the translation process. Their goal was to assure that each CSI item on the English and Brazilian versions referred to the same underlying concepts and had the same meanings, to produce the best idiomatic and conceptual (rather than merely literal) equivalence. The forward-translations were compared with one another and with the original English version. The forward-translations were compared with the original English version. As a result of this process, a pilot version of the CSI-BP was completed.

Phase II: pretesting of CSI-BP
Assessment of CSI-BP in the pilot version
Thirty medical school employees – half men, half women – who work with chronic pain patients volunteered to evaluate the meaning of the translated questions and the layout of the “prefinal” version of the CSI-BP. In addition, they were interviewed to explore how they understood each of the 25 items. They had an average age of 30.67 (8.89 SD) years and an average of 19.56 formal years of schooling. Each employee’s self-reported comprehension of the items was assessed with a 10 cm visual analogue scale (VAS; from 0 representing unclear to 10 representing entirely clear). The global mean ± SD of comprehension of the 25 questions of CSI was 9.42±1.23.

In addition to the medical school employees, 20 females with fibromyalgia volunteered to evaluate the meaning of the translated CSI-BP questions using the same VAS and interview process as the medical school employees. Their mean ± SD for number of years of formal schooling was 10.41±4.35, and their mean age was 50.77±9.88 years. The global mean ± SD of comprehension of the 25 questions of CSI-BP reported on the VAS was 8.01±1.21.

All feedback from these subjects was evaluated by the translation workgroup (to assess face validity). Based on subject feedback, two questions were slightly modified to achieve the final Brazilian Portuguese version of the CSI-BP. The final version of the CSI-BP is presented at http://dorneuromodulacao.com.br.
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